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Unlock the power of the ultimate PDF reader - your go-to solution for reading and viewing PDF, EPUB, MOBI, DjVu, and various document formats. Whether it's books, files, presentations, or comics, our Free PDF Reader has it all, and even more â€“ all for free

  

    	Reads formats: PDF, EPUB, MOBI, DjVu, FB2, TXT, RTF, AZW, AZW3, HTML, CBZ, CBR, TIFF, ODT.


    	A versatile book reader and file viewer for all popular formats.


    	Supports PDF, EPUB, EPUB3, MOBI, DjVu, FB2, TXT, AZW, AZW3, HTML, CBZ, CBR, TIFF, ODT, RTF.


  

  Feature-rich PDF Reader Classic, including:
  

    	Device scanning and library creation.


    	Configurable cover size and columns count.


    	Custom color themes with day and night switcher.


    	File manager with cover preview and file information.


    	Intuitive navigation using screen taps, volume keys, or hardware keys.


    	Auto Scroll with real-time speed control.


    	Comic Viewer for CBZ and CBR formats.


    	Kindle book reader for MOBI, AZW, AZW3, and PRC.


  
  

  Experience the multitude of functionalities by trying the PDF Reader Classic today

Updated on
29 Mar 2024
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region and age The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, Personal info and 2 others
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12 January 2021
Had a hard time figuring it out. Not sure if it's my lack of love and education for technology, but i just couldn't seem to get my book or document to zoom in so i could read the pages better. I tried all the different reading modes and still had trouble. I also had trouble understanding what some if the settings actually were. It was driving me nuts! I just need a simpler doc-reader. I am sure it would have been better if I could have gotten the hang of it, but i didn't have time!
28 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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4 September 2019
This app is exceptionally great compared to other apps. I highly recommend it to be downloaded without hesitation. You will be able to convert your file to any format you want; highlight any an unfamiliar word in the dictionary without leaving the app; reminding you to take a break for the benefit of your eyes; and so forth. Finally, I immensely thank the great team of this app for their awesome services.
287 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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28 November 2018
Ad constantly covers content. Closing ad crashes app. App then forgets all settings. Night mode is also buggy, as colour customization is completely non-functional, nor is there a (working) option to change size of text without having to scroll every which way as the app will forget how to format the text to your screen properly.
38 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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Read books easily
EPUB, PDF and Comics
Update PDF engine
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